LEAD FICTION

Eric Van Lustbader

Any Minute Now

From the New York Times bestselling author of the Jason Bourne series

Red Rover--the blackest of black ops teams--is betrayed during a top-priority mission to capture and interrogate a mysterious Saudi terrorist. One of their own is killed; the remaining two barely get home alive. Then, without warning or explanation, the team is disbanded.

Greg Whitman and Felix Orteño are left adrift in a world full of deathly shadows, blind alleys, and unanswerable questions. They hook up with Charlize Daou, a brilliant, wildly talented arms expert whose past is entangled with Whit's. Though Charlie grapples with damage of her own, she becomes their new center, their moral compass, and their reason for resurrecting Red Rover.

The new Red Rover secretly sets out to find the protected Saudi terrorist, the first step in a perilous journey into the heart of a vast conspiracy that involves the NSA, a cabal of immensely wealthy mystics known as the Alchemists, and an ageless visionary out to create an entirely new way of waging war. A war that will destabilize one of the great super-powers and forever rearrange the balance of power across the entire globe.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Starting with his breakout hit The Ninja, Lustbader is a regular fixture on the bestseller list
* ALL-NEW STAND-ALONE NOVEL: This novel is a new story and somewhat new style for Lustbader but with the same elements of suspense that his readers love
* NEW BOURNE MOVIE IN 2016: Lustbader's Bourne novels are top ten, multiple week bestsellers, fueled by a mega-blockbuster movie franchise. A new installment in the Bourne franchise, starring Matt Damon, Tommy Lee Jones, Alicia Vikander, and Julia Stiles, premiered in July 2016

"Lustbader is an automatic buy-today-read-tonight author for me--and should be for you."
--Lee Child New York Times bestselling author of 61 Hours

"One of the great thriller authors."
Richard S. Wheeler

Going Home and Downriver

Mountain man Barnaby Skye and his wife are back in these beloved installments of the Spur Award-winning Skye's West series

Going Home

It is 1832, six years after he deserted the Royal Navy, when Barnaby Skye has a chance to return to England to clear his name and take up employment with the Hudson's Bay Company. With his devoted Crow wife, Victoria, an eccentric botanist named Alistair Nutmeg, and a strange pariah dog following along, Skye makes his way west to begin his journey home. But Skye is as much a magnet for trouble as he is a legend among mountain men. The legendary frontiersman fights Mexican bandits, murderous Pacific coastal Indians, thirst, starvation, and despair as he learns where home really is and what honor really means.

Downriver

In the summer of 1838, the beaver-trapping business is dying out. When Barnaby Skye is offered a chance to become a post trader in his Crow wife's homeland, he makes the journey to St. Louis to present himself as a candidate for the job to the mighty managers of the Upper Missouri Outfit. The 2,000-mile voyage down the Missouri River steamboat Otter offers dangers at every turn—but the real danger lies in another passenger on the paddlewheel steamer, the Creole fur brigade leader Alexandre Bonfils. This nefarious man is a rival for the job Skye is seeking and is determined to be the only candidate by the time the Otter reaches the city.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Richard S. Wheeler is a six-time Spur Award-winner and has received the Owen Wister Award For Lifetime Achievement in the History and Literature of the West from the Western Writers of America, Inc. He is considered among the best western novelists of all time
* Going Home and Downriver are the eleventh and twelfth novels in the Spur Award-winning Skye's West series

"This is the best of the Skye novels so far, an adventure mystery full of suspense, action, historical color and careful portrayals of men and women facing hard choices amid uncertainty and danger. Wheeler is a master of character and plot, and this novel showcases his talents at their peak."

--Publishers Weekly starred review on Downriver
Leanna Renee Hieber

Eterna and Omega

Battle is joined as British and American paranormal investigators clash in an exciting gaslamp fantasy.

Leanna Renee Hieber's gaslamp fantasy series continues as the action ramps up in Eterna and Omega.

In New York City, fearing the dangers of the Eterna Compound, Clara Templeton buries information vital to its creation. The ghost of her clandestine lover tries desperately to tell her she is wrong but she cannot hear him. Harold Spire sends his London-based team of assassins, magicians, and mediums to New York, trying to obtain Eterna for Queen Victoria, while he helps Scotland Yard track down a network of body snatchers and occultists.

When Spire's vivacious yet steely second-in-command, Rose Everhart, meets Clara, it's like looking into a strange mirror: both orphans, each has a secret paranormal ability. Both are tied to powerful, handsome guardians who have secrets of their own.

The hidden occult power that menaces both England and America continues to grow. Far from being dangerous, Eterna may hold the key to humanity's salvation.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* MORE ROMANCE and GAY ROMANCE: the romances hinted at in The Eterna Files begin to bloom. A major reveal in this book is that a central character is gay and has a live-in lover
* HOUSE COMMITMENT TO AUTHOR: Tor owns one more book in this series and two more in the Strangely Beautiful series. We're hoping to publish her in every other season from here on out
* GASLAMP FANTASY: Gaslamp fantasy is the fantasy cousin of steampunk: Victorian era fantasy where magic, Spiritualism, ghosts, and other supernatural elements are real. Also sometimes called Historical Urban Fantasy. Hieber helped create this subgenre in 2009 with Strangely Beautiful
* CROSSOVER POTENTIAL: Hieber's books have crossover appeal to teen readers

for The Eterna Files
LEAD FANTASY

Elizabeth Haydon

The Weaver's Lament

The breathtaking conclusion to the bestselling epic fantasy series

For a thousand years, the lands ruled by the Cymrian Alliance have been at peace. When the brutal death of a dear friend catapults the kingdom to the brink of civil war, Rhapsody finds herself in an impossible situation: forced to choose between her beloved husband, Ashe, and her two oldest friends, Grunthor and Achmed. Choosing her husband will mean the death of thousands of innocents. Siding against him will cost Rhapsody the other half of her soul, both in this life and the next.

In The Weaver's Lament, the lines between the past and future are irrevocably blurred, and the strength of true love is tested in unthinkable ways. Bestselling author Elizabeth Haydon has delivered a spectacular conclusion to the Symphony of Ages.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* BESTSELLING AND BELOVED SERIES: The Symphony of Ages has over three-quarters-of-a-million copies in print
* CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED: Book 7, The Merchant Emperor, received a starred review from Publishers Weekly, continuing the series' stellar review streak. Book 4, Requiem for the Sun, was on multiple best of lists
* FILM BUZZ: The author has been paid a six-figure advance on a movie option for the Rhapsody Trilogy
* MORE TO COME: Haydon is currently working on a prequel trilogy to the Symphony of Ages tentatively titled Overtures

"A full-scale tale of warfare and political intrigue that high-fantasy fans will enjoy. Fans of the series will be satisfied, and newcomers will find themselves welcome."
—Booklist on The Hollow Queen

"A story that's both grand and intimate but never predictable. Haydon moves all the pieces into place for the next volume."
—Publishers Weekly starred review on The Assassin King

"One of the finest high fantasy debuts in years."
—Publishers Weekly starred review on Rhapsody
Warriors 3

All-new tales of war and warriors—in worlds of old, worlds to come, and worlds that never were

All-new long stories of war and warriors from some of the most compelling storytellers now writing:

DIANA GABALDON
With a novella of Lord John Grey in the New World

ROBIN HOBB
With a hard-bitten epic of the Punic Wars

LAWRENCE BLOCK
With a tale of unending revenge

CARRIE VAUGHN
With a story of the forgotten female pilots of World War II

DAVID MORRELL
With an unusual story of about the French Foreign Legion

JAMES ROLLINS
With a tale of very different kind of battle-scarred warrior

JOE R. LANSDALE
With a story of the true stangeness of the Western frontier

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Includes a novella by Diana Gabaldon, written specifically for Warriors, about her bestselling "Lord John Grey" character in the New World

* Six out of the seven authors in this volume are New York Times bestsellers: Diana Gabaldon, Robin Hobb, Lawrence Block, Carrie Vaughn, David Morrell, and James Rollins

* George R. R. Martin is one of the bestselling authors of fantasy today. Gardner Dozois is an acclaimed science fiction and fantasy editor who has won the Hugo Award for his editorial work fifteen times

"An eclectic mix.... Highly recommended."

—Library Journal
L. E. Modesitt, Jr.

Legacies

The book that launched a whole new fantasy world in the Corean Chronicles

Legacies, book one of the Corean Chronicles, marks another epic fantasy series by bestselling author L. E. Modesitt, Jr.

The world of Corus is shared by humans, strange animals, and supernatural creatures. A special few possess magical powers and fewer still are Talented enough to use them. Alusius, born into a successful herder family, is raised on a Nightsheep ranch by his mother and grandparents and schooled at home. As a child, he shows very strong Talent, but unless he wants to spend his life in servitude, he must never reveal his Talent to outsiders.

When the land is invaded by the slave armies of The Matrial, an immortal ruler in a nearby land, Alusius is captured and enslaved. Alusius must make a decision about revealing his Talent. A time of change has come upon Corus, and the evil surrounding The Matrial must end.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* CROSSOVER AUDIENCE: The Corean Chronicles has parallels with Modesitt's bestselling series the Saga of Recluce with potential to draw fans of Recluce to another series by Modesitt
* SOLID FAN BASE: Modesitt's prolific writing has garnered a steadfast group of fans. He has an active backlist that continues to sell steadily across multiple formats
* YA FRIENDLY: Like all of Modesitt's series, the books of the Corean Chronicles are great for a YA audience

“By far the most entertaining of today's fantasy writers.”
—RT Book Reviews

“An intriguing blend of martial fantasy and SF...[with] vivid and inventive magic.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Solidly engrossing.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“Modesitt tells a damned good tale.”
—Anne McCaffrey
LEAD SCIENCE FICTION

Ben Bova

Saturn

Following the bestselling, widely-praised Venus and Jupiter, Ben Bova offers a new adventure of solar system discovery

In novels like the bestsellers Venus and Jupiter, Ben Bova has been dramatizing the latest discoveries about our own solar system, and telling the epic tale of our own near-future exploration and development. Now Bova turns his attention to one of our system's greatest mysteries.

Earth groans under the thumb of fundamentalist political regimes. Crisis after crisis has given authoritarians the upper hand. Freedom and opportunity exist in space, for those with the nerve and skill to take it.

Now the governments of Earth are encouraging many of their most incorrigible dissidents to join a great ark, a one-way expedition twice Jupiter's distance from the Sun, to Saturn, the ringed planet that baffled Galileo and has fascinated astronomers ever since.

But humans will be human, on Earth or in the heavens, so amidst the idealism permeating Space Habitat Goddard are many individuals with long-term schemes, each awaiting their moment. And hidden from them is the greatest secret of all, the real purpose of this expedition, known to only a few....

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* Bova uses cutting-edge scientific discoveries to craft compelling near-future stories
* He has won science fiction's Hugo Award six times, and most of his prior books have been selections of the SF Book Club
* A former fiction editor of Omni and a past president of the National Space Society, Bova is the author of more than a hundred works of science fact and fiction

"Loud and prolonged applause."
—Booklist

"With Isaac Asimov and Robert Heinlein gone, Bova, author of more than seventy books, is one of the last deans of traditional science fiction. And he hasn't lost his touch."
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